
5th. July. 14 Sunday in Ordinary Time. 
 
Greetings,   Thank you for the invitation to contribute to the website; lockdown prevents 

my appearance in the flesh.   
A written sermon presents its own challenges..  

 There is no possibility of the usual emphases and drama of live preaching.  Spontaneity is 
precluded and, more importantly and sadly, digressions are NOT allowed. 

I shall do my best. 
A word of explanation :  contrary to best liturgical practice I have left the sermon to the 
last.  Intercessions should follow the sermon, but because of the amount of material, I 

thought it would be tiresome to have to scroll through to the end before  
Praying for Others. 

 
The Gospel is the gospel reading set for this Sunday  

in the Common Lectionary. 
 
 

 
 
 

" If anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation : 
the old order has gone ; 

a new order has already begun. " 
 

Prayers 
 

Gracious God, 
as we rejoice in the gift of this new day. 

may the light of your presence 
set our hearts on fire with love for you, 

now and forever.  Amen. 
 

 
 

Collect for Sunday 14th in Ordinary Time. 
 

Servant Lord, 
grant us both the opportunity and the will  

to serve you day by day. 
May all we do and  

how we bear each other's burdens 
be our offering of love and service 
to the glory of your name.    Amen. 

 



Prayer of Confession. 
 

God of truth and love, 
be merciful to us, 

as we proclaim your promised forgiveness 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. 
God, who is faithful and just, 

assures us of pardon and peace. 
Amen.  Thanks be to God. 

 
Intercessions. 

 
We pray for  

 
The life of the church. 

Its Mission to All 
and its Witness to Christ. 
Our witness to the same. 

Our faith in time of pandemic. 
Our response and our compassion. 

 
The life of the World. 

Leaders and Governments. 
Their commitment to the Common Good. 
Their response in this time of pandemic. 
Their response and their compassion.  

 
We pray for the Peoples. 

Their survival. 
Their growth and their emergence from lockdown.  

Their response and their compassion.  
 

We pray for Others. 
Our family and friends. 

Those grieving, and especially 
those who were unable to mourn 

and celebrate a loss due to self-isolation. 
For all who bear the stress and burden  

of caring for the sick. 
 

Finally for our selves. 
In our isolation, and in all the turmoil as a new 

way of doing things emerges 
keep us faithful to Jesus' compassion 

and bias to the powerless.  Amen.   
 



 
 

Our father in heaven, 
hallowed by your Name, 

your kingdom come, 
your will be done, 

on earth as in heaven. 
Give us today our daily bread. 

Forgive us our sins 
as we forgive those who  

sin against us. 
Save us from the time of trial. 

and deliver us from evil. 
For the kingdom, the  
power and the glory  

are yours, 
now and forever.  Amen. 

 

 
 
 
 

Matthew. 11 : 16 - 19, 25 - 30. 
 
16.  "  But to what will I compare this generation?  It is like children sitting in the 
marketplaces and calling to one another, 
  ' We played the flute for you,  
   and you did not dance ; 
    we wailed, and you did not  
   mourn.' 
For John came neither eating nor drinking, and they say,  'He has a demon :  the 
Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they say, ' Look a glutton and a 
drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and sinners !'   Yet wisdom is vindicated by her 
deeds. " 
 
25.  At that time Jesus said, ' I thank you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, 
because you have hidden these things from the wise and the intelligent and have 
revealed them to infants ;  yes, Father, for such was your gracious  will.  All things 
have been handed over to me by my Father ;  and no one knows the Father 
except the Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.   
' Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will 
give you rest.  Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me ;  for I am gentle and 
humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.  For my yoke is easy, and my 
burden is light.  ' 
 



 
 
Matthew 11 : 16 - 30. 
 
In the spirit of 'my yoke is easy and my burden is light'  I give you the conclusion 
of the sermon at the beginning.  The sermon has two points -  
 
1.   My Lockdown Attitude.  
 
2.  Jesus' Attitude. 
 
Conclusion :   " Join in and be generous " 
 
1.  My Lockdown Attitude. 
 
  " There'll be a lot of lofts and garages tidied up,  
     and sorted out in this lockdown ! "   
        so one person emailed me.    
 
Enforced idleness and isolation propelled many of us into getting round to do the 
jobs we always meant to do, and never did.   
 
Who knows what treasures and skeletons were discovered, perhaps enough to 
appear on TV.     
 
I took the opportunity to sort out the contents of the garage.   
In the examination I discovered an old copy of The Radio Times ( Sept.1996). 
This was at the time of the breaking news of the opposition to the statue of Cecil 
Rhodes.   
Sometimes life's coincidences are more illuminating than at first appears.   
Such was my experience as the news unfolded and the argument against the 
statue became clearer. 
I attach a scanned copy at the end so you can examine it at your leisure.   
 
If public broadcasting reflects the moral mind-set and cultural tone of the public 
then clearly in 1996 Cecil Rhodes was regarded as somewhat of a bit of an 
unpleasant character, but, imperially speaking, a positive and productive 
entrepreneur - a jewel in the imperial crown.   
 
The article, which as usual is meant to be a sort of preface to, and appetiser for, 
the TV series, headlines the phrase : - 
          " If Cecil Rhodes did not exist he would have had to be invented :  .... ".   
 
Really ?   
What is the reasoning behind such a statement? 
Is there some unacknowledged law of nature that requires the existence of 
specific types of individuals in order that the World and Everything In It will 



continue.  And without these individuals the Whole Created Order will at best be 
impoverished and diminshed, and at worst collapse into Nothingness.   
Dear God !  
I hope NOT !  
 
Just in case you think I am going-over-the-top. 
Seeing is believing.   
 
And lest you think this is Fake News, Social Media toxicity, etc. remember this is 
THE Radio Times.  Dear Old Aunty BBC's house organ !  
 
I quote : -   

" Despite the fact that he was subsequently responsible for the slaughter 
of 3,000 Matabele, he seemed to retain a sensitivity towards them, even  
walking unarmed onto the battlefield to plead for peace.  The country he 
conquered became Rhodesia and at his funeral he was the only white 
man to be given the Zulu royal salute, " Bayete ! "   
(p.26. Col 2 & 3. Italics mine) 

 

You do wonder if those who write such things really understand what they have 
written.  To my way of thinking slaughtering 3,000 is not a sign of sensitivity 
towards those being slaughtered.   
At his funeral you would have had to have been a very silly Zulu indeed to shout 
"Up-Yours-Cecil!" instead of "Bayete !"  
But that would assume the Zulus and the Matabeles regarded themselves as 
brothers and friends, and even if they were in the beginning, after the slaughter it 
would be prudent to be enemies -  at the end.  And so on and so forth ... 
 
If we wish to know what "Black Lives Matter" supporters and campaigners mean 
by 'systemic violence'  and 'systemic discrimination' then the media treatment of 
the life of Cecil Rhodes is an eloquent example.  Eloquent in what it omits and 
what it chooses to emphasise and exculpate - 1996-style. 
 
We know stereotyping is a reality, and we consume it and participate in it.  We can 
be so used to it we do not notice it.  We accept it as the way things are.   
As the woman said : - "Fish do not know they are wet !"   
 
It is uncomfortable and threatening to have to change our minds, to embrace a 
different opinion, to see things differently.   
The mark of maturity is to know that what we once believed is not what we ought 
to have believed. 
The Black Lives Matter challenges us to consider 
"Whose history is it?" 
"Who writes the history?" 
and out of the wealth of material, and events, and characters, what and whom 
do we choose to commemorate in print, in film, in paint, in statuary ? 
 



*** 
 
As well as unearthing embarrassing copies of The Radio Times I, like many, have 
been catching up on reading.   
I share with you a telling quote from "Stamped From the Beginning", by Ibram X. 
Kendi, : -  

"Fooled by racist ideas, I did not fully realise that the only thing wrong with 
Black people is that we think something is wrong with Black people.  I did not 
fully realise that the only thing extraordinary about White people is that they 
think something is extraordinary about White people." 

 
 
 
 
2.   Jesus Attitude. 
 
Archaeology has produced evidence of crude and simple dolls and animals - so 
toys are embedded in our being.    
 
In the absence of easily available and sophisticated toys children, once upon a 
time, made their own amusement by imitating the adults.  The present galaxy of 
toys for boys and girls (both Old and Young) would be beyond their imagining.   
 
Somewhere between the age of 6 years and 9 years, in the late Fifties,  
at Victoria Road Junior school, Victoria Road, Middlesbrough, during 'Playtime' 
one of the most played games was "Mothers & Fathers" and despite the 
overwhelmingly working-class urban environment there was always a dog.   
And that was usually my part.   
I cannot remember the details: I am only certain of the game, and that it was a 
child's copy, an imitation of an adult original..  
Whether such rôleplaying influenced our lives beyond socialisation, etc. is open to 
discussion, and could led to another (!) long and interesting aside / digression on 
stereotyping. 
I know for a certainty that there was never anything like a professional religious 
person, priest, vicar, minister, pastor, padre, in the game.   
I remember I wanted to be a farmer, and marry Christine Brack.   
From where I am now I can say Playing "Mothers and Fathers" (sans Clergy) had 
no influence on my eventual vocation.   
 
*** 
 
Jesus face opposition throughout his life.   
Most of what he said and did was criticised. 
Constant criticism is wearying and tiresome, and destructive. 
It requires a lot of nerve and inner strength to resist its corrosive effects. 



Jesus uses the image of Children at Play to lay bare the inner mental landscape 
of his opponents.  An unnerving exercise for the opponents - a risky business for 
himself.  
Jesus, in public and in private, relentlessly exposed the self-serving will-to-power 
of his opponents, both religious and political. 
This activity resulted in crucifixion.   
 
It is a commonplace that children in Jesus' time and culture had little importance 
other than that of adults-in-the-making.   
To compare the Criticising Generation to children refusing to join in "Dancing and 
Wailing" is an insult and slur which we, mercifully, in our child-centred culture do 
not feel. 
 
To paraphrase -  
" We played dance music and when you hear dance music you should dance, 
in public,  
in the marketplace,  
in the full light of day,  
clearly seen,  
and observed by everyone.   
And the same applies when we wailed, and lamented.  Why did you not join in?  
We are simply copying adult behaviour. "  
 
I think the force of the comparison lies in the mutual refusal of the offer, by the 
Dancing Children to the Wailing Children, to join in. 
The Criticising Generation are narrow. 
The Criticising Generation are resistant to Jesus' teaching and his behaviour. 
 
 
By this time in the Gospel Jesus' attitude to those on the margin is clear. 
He mixes with tax collectors, harlots, lepers, and so on.  
The thrust and content of his teaching and healing activity is well known, 
and arouses opposition.  
 
Now comes the subversive and clever bit. 
Jesus switches the comparison from Childhood, to Adulthood. 
 
The behaviour of children in a non-child-centred culture is of no consequence 
other than obedience to the social and family norms.   
Jesus' opponents may have thought - "We don't need instruction from children. 
They have nothing to teach us, they are only children.  We can ignore them, and 
the one who uses them as an example !  This man has nothing to teach us. " 
 
 
BUT ... 
 
The Criticising Generation knew about John the Baptist. 



He taught and practised what we might call asceticism. 
No food, no drink.   
A minimalist, meagre lifestyle. 
And the response was " He has a demon!" 
Whatever they meant by 'demon' it is a term of exclusion. 
If John has a 'demon' he is a flawed human being. 
It follows then that anything he does and anything he says is flawed, is  
impure, is unholy.  
 
Jesus now refers to himself in his Son-of-man mode. 
Unlike John, Jesus eats and drinks. 
The end result is an accusation of being a glutton and a drunkard. 
And a friend of sinners. 
Therefore, Jesus is a flawed human being, an impure, unholy self-centred 
individual who indulges a taste for low company. 
 
So.  Whose lifestyle is correct?   
Who would the Criticising Generation not criticise? 
Who would it approve ? 
 
*** 
Jesus' comment : - "Yet wisdom is vindicated by her deeds." - is a statement of 
how wisdom in life is to be judged.  By its deeds. 
 
I think Jesus, here and elsewhere, is making an offer to his opponents. 
It is an offer of a new attitude. 
So - Join in. 
Do not be stuck in a negative attitude. 
 
We have all met those who practice a Christian spirituality that is so negative and 
corrosive we cannot abide his / her presence.  
 
Let us speak plainly and uncomfortably - we have all met those whose 
Ambition in Life is, metaphorically speaking, to throw acid on everything with 
which they do not agree.  Who seem to have an infinite incapacity to tolerate 
anything beyond their shortened mental horizon.   
 
Alas !  For them ! The glory and majesty and hopes of the Incarnation might as 
well have taken place on another planet.     
 
Jesus offers new life.   
A yoke that is easy and a burden that is light. 
I think the essence of that easiness and lightness is Generosity. 
Of spirit. 
Of heart. 
Of mind. 
Of will. 



 
However you think it - however you see generosity - be generous. 
Join in the play. 
Players have more fun than spectators. 
Greater risks, of course. 
You may have to begin to pay attention to the feelings and experience of those 
whom history and the political process rendered almost invisible. 
 
We have been here before e.g. - slavery, the status of women, the status of 
children. 
You may realise ' that what we once believed is not what we ought to have 
believed.' 
But following Jesus is a risky vocation. 
This is the gospel.  Amen. 
 

 
 

The almighty, and merciful Lord, 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, 

bless us and keep us, 
now and always. 

Amen. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 



 


